In honor of Earth Day, the Greenwich Police Department would like to remind residents of the Unwanted Medication Drop Box located at the Town of Greenwich Public Safety Complex.

The EPA encourages the public to take advantage of programs such as these, as these programs offer a safe and environmentally-conscious way to dispose of unwanted medicines.

The program also helps keeping unused medications out of medicine cabinets, and thus away from children. The Greenwich Police Department tentatively is planning a Drug Take Back event later in the year.

**Accepted Items**
- Over the Counter & Rx Medications
- Mediation Samples
- Pet Medications
- Mediated lotions or Ointments
- Vitamins
- Nutritional Supplements

**Unacceptable Items**
- Needles
- Doctor or Professional Waste
- Aerosol Cans
- Liquids
- Inhalers
- Thermometers
- Hazardous waste
- Hydrogen Peroxide

Drop off medications in original containers, but remove personal information